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Hey there... I don't mean to sound creepy but you looked wonderful today :)

Just a friendly reminder. a2

Meet cousin Gert:

a22

You may recognise her from Victorious or from Dynasty but Elizabeth Gillies

gives me the perfect vibes for Gert. a20

This chapter is like a diary almost...

🚨 TW: kidnapping, blood and guns and knives [i want to ensure no one gets

triggered by my writing :)] a25

On with the chapter...  ❤✨

*************

✨Emilia POV

Loud, raining shatters of glass awaken me from my sleepless slumber. A man

with a black robbery attire swings one leg over my window. The one night I

manage to find a way to stay in here alone this happens? a16

Shallow grunts and moans escape his mouth when he manages to snag his

jeans on the sharp glass.

"HELP!" I shout but it wasn't loud enough, my room door was shut and I'm

pretty sure everyone was sleeping. a9

I shu le back trying to escape as I see his large body ascend towards me. It

was definitely a man; the broad shoulders and muscle arms gave me a hint,

especially the vast height and strong jaw that was curled into the most

disgusting sneer. It rolled to one side showing his faint dimples under the

stubble. I could only see faint outlines and shapes, enough light was gi ed

from the moon.

His eyes seemed so familiar to me, the same charming eyes that could burn

you up in flames. a16

I attempt to scream but a dirty, oil smelly rag is shoved into my mouth, it

absorbed my loud piercing screams that only my mind could hear. Where

were they?!

Not even seconds a er, a sharp pinch and the feeling of fluid is forced into

my arm with no consent- my once clear vision has now blended the riches

that sit in my room. a1

My eyes roll around from the corner and up into my brain. Blackness pricked

my sight and my body fell limp.

********** a2

Flickering my eyes open I notice and concrete room, nothing to it, plain, grey

with chipped plaster that dusted on the floor. A small silver toilet sat there all

alone just like me. a10

I watched as the light above me flickers on and o  for a while, my only

entertainment was to count the amount of times it would turn back on. It

was caged o  by a metal, grid box.

My feet were so sore from launching it into the door so I gave up, it wouldn't

make a di erence, I'm still trapped in here.

Maybe I could count the seconds that miraculously flies by...

************

It's been a while, my hunger was eating alive, my throat clenched and

contracted looking for any moisture to devour. a1

The room fell painfully silent, I couldn't hear a thing other than my taps on

the ground making a beat.

I tried to scream, but it just echoed and made a disgusting music that rung

through my ears vibrating my skull. a17

Cold, frigid air pinched my skin, you could say it was nippy in here especially

sitting in the solid ground for hours on end.

My mind couldn't even comprehend what time was in here, soon my mind

shall fall into a pit of no return.

It's getting tiresome staying awake to ensure my safety... a1

*************

Who knows what time it was, but at least I know I wasn't alone; a small moth

that seemed very attracted to the light above me, flapped it's dusty,

patterned wings. a5

Occasionally I would smile at it, just hoping for it to return once, but nothing

happened. a1

I turn green with envy, I wanted those wings so I could maybe find an escape.

They were so free that they could do what they like, but instead they are

smushed into nothing by the creatures we call humans. a4

The world would've been so peaceful without any of these humans around-

including myself- but now everyone cares about sex, money, looks and war.

Take me back to a time where nothing existed. It sounds amazing there. a1

*************

I sit here.

Just humming while laying on my back following the moth with my fingers in

the air tracing shapes. I wrote my name a few times, it looks so ugly even

when it's in the clearest oxygen.

I still sit here.

It had become a pattern now, the lights would turn on for exactly ten minutes

and twelve seconds and turn of for an additional forty one seconds. I'd know

that, it had become my hobby of counting.

If only they could hear my cries and rescue me like the heroes I read about in

my stories. Like the princes one can only dream of in a land full of fantasy. My

obsession with novels is now a problem, I read the same ones over and over

again just because I wish for that to become my future. Even dystopian

fiction, especially romance kind. Sure society is messed up in them but if I

find love and peace at the end of this I'll be in heaven.

But they don't even exist...

*************

I have great news, I got some food today. Just two slices of bread and a thinly

coated amount of cream cheese, even more than what I was expecting. But it

came at an expense. a1

I recall, " eat this, all of it."

I tried pleading for my release but nothing worked instead, I got worse.

He pulled the belt free listening to it smack against his waist as he struggles;

raising it in the air, he smacks it down hard onto my back.

1, 2, 3 times he did that, and each time he received an earth shaking scream.

He mumbles something about me being a rat and worthless. The sad thing

was is that he was correct.

My back felt raw and painful when I tried to lay down straight, I opt for the

easier solution of curling into a ball; this helped me with heat too.

I also got water, I used most of it to quench my thirst and wash my body

parts. It wasn't much but it was enough.

My greedy thoughts made me want more, just a little to make me feel better

and clear the plaster and dust from my throat.

Maybe just a little? It's all I want.

***********

I made some stories, my only listener was that same moth that that sits on

the wall occasionally flapping its wings and joining the light. It seemed so

interested and invested in the light, that must be nice.

"I told the prince I was just some girl who's travelled from Hell; he didn't

believe me when I said I came from Hell." I laugh to myself.

"And when he told me Hell is only a place for the worst of the worst humans,

demons in fact, I sniggered. But the only demon I seemed to know was

myself. I simply told Albert, Hell is a wonderful place but he disagreed," my

voice changed to disappointment. a6

"Albert grabbed my palms and pulled me to his nicely dressed chest, I simply

told him, 'Hell is beautiful, you should come with me one time.'"

"Instead of responding to my request he pulled me in and kissed my so  lips

hard. So passionate and full of desire. Even when he bit my lip I didn't

squirm, I found this more loving to me." I trace my fingers through the chalky

floor.

"I wonder what a kiss was supposed to feel like? Was it meaningful? Was it

lustful? What was it like, Moth? Tell me." a48

"A er that, he told me I have to most beautiful eyes, like the two teaspoons

of the Mediterranean Sea. My lips were plump too, so he told me, he spoke in

the most so est voice and leant to my ear, 'Hell is also the place for the

biggest daredevils and the most confident.' That was a lie, I wasn't confident

at all. Albert clearly imagined Hell as some fire world where the people had

horns but not me. Hell was dark and stormy, rainy in fact, not a single flame

in sight." I trail my fingers to make a heart, if only love was true. a4

"And guess what, Moth!? I said, 'Hell is beautiful if you want it to be, but it's

so dark and rainy not even your charming smile can dazzle its way through.

You'd be surprised my prince. So charming in many ways' I kissed him

roughly on the lips as he leans in too. Magic." a2

"We parted our ways and said goodnight to one another, he told me he loved

me. What a fool I would be to believe him." a21

************

"Sometimes I just want to stop thinking but my mind is... it's almost like I'm

on a highway during a thunderstorm. I cannot go back, I just have to live it

through."

"Sometimes I want to thank the man who brings me food, it keeps me

thriving. Though I feel awfully ill and groggy. What do you think moth?" a5

I turn my face smiling to the wall the moth lays on, he looked tired.

"Sleep my child, I'll wake you." I move my fingers around the habitat my

moth seemed interested in. Such a beautiful creature. a22

**********

It's been too long, Moth doesn't respond anymore; he normally flies away

when I try to hold him. I didn't mean to upset him. a6

My thoughts cannot comprehend what time or day it is... I must've been in

here for an hour, or a day, or a week. I don't even know anymore. I cannot tell

time I'm a room full of dust invading my lungs. a7

"Food." A man with so  looking brown hair and so  facial features enters the

room with toast and and a biscuit. An extra treat was orange juice. We have to

stay healthy in this prison.

"Eat."

"I mustn't eat without you! Moth and I were waiting for you to return with our

meals."

I invite him gracefully to sit next to me but he backs away quickly.

"You're weird, stop that." He pushes me away with so much force I fall back

hitting my head on the ground, slamming the door shut, I whine like a lost

puppy. a20

He shouts, "stay in there freak, you'll be in there till the day you die!"

I bring my dirty hands up to my head looking at the deep colour that falls

from it. a1

And I'm sat here, alone... again. a1

***********

Insanity is what I call it. a3

The thoughts that pump through my mind projecting themselves like a

screen in my mind.

I'm scared if I spend another moment in here I may lose myself too far down

this spiral of tragedy and it'll be too far to get back up.

If I can survive Shawn I can survive this. a3

**********

It's a lot colder at nights, I've tried to track the hours of the day but I just can't

even think about numbers now, it hurts my brain too much.

All I can think about is Ally and my brothers. I miss them. There was nothing I

could do other than bray on the door begging for my release. Moth hadn't

even come out in a while so I had no one to talk to.

You know you're gone when you're talking to a moth for company, just the

slightest but of entertainment helped me.

"I want to go home..." it was the first time I'd cried here, I'd been swallowing

my tears and pain or avoided it at any costs. I was alone enough to feel safe

in the comfort of my own presence. Even the tears gave me a slight warmth

in my cold, blue heart. a6

They'll come for me...

***********

They haven't come for me yet, but I remain patient other than the choked

cries that beg for their assistance, I just want to go home.

My hunger was now non-existent, for some reason I just wasn't hungry

anymore, I'm not sure if that's normal but it had been a while since I'd eaten.

My fatty deposits were probably being scorched as we speak. a1

I couldn't really sleep well either, there would always be a scream or a shot

that slices the winter's air at night, not to mention the three stripes that

brand my back.

They're just taking their time, they're gonna be here soon, I'm sure if it. a1

+^+^+^+^+^+^

💊Alessandro a10

The third week I've stayed up just trying to figure out where she is, Marco

made a cheap shot by taking her in the night. a33

Marco was one of my associates. He was a supplier of my drugs, he's one of

many that have been fired this year, none of them are ever trust worthy.

But when I told him I got a new supplier and shipment dealer, he was

outraged. He had deemed untrustworthy to my gang and I was not here for it.

I didn't hurt him, I kindly- scratch that, I commanded him to hand his ID in

and never return again. But for some reason he wants revenge when he was

the one who hurt me and put my family's dynasty at risk.

We were almost there, we just needed an exact location and plan on how to

get her back. a1

I was frustrated, she's never going to trust me again a er this, I can't even

imagine what she's thinking. She must be so confused, if she finds out I'm

going to be devastated. This gang is what I trained for as a young man, it's

what I thrive to do. But if she does find out there is nothing I can do. Her

safety is more important than my gang. a8

"AL!" Elijah's voice makes me jump in my seat and rush to the door.

"You found something?" I pull the desk chair out of my way so I can get a

closer look at the computer screen.

"You recognise this?" He points to the number plate on the black jeep, the

exact number plate that belonged to Marco when he served for me.

"Marco? What about that, that shows us nothin-"

"Yeah I thought so too, I asked Diego to hack into the security footage of

many other shops that are on this street. And Marco's car has passed this way

more than fourteen times this week, so-" a1

"So we need to go right now and scope it out, if there is going to be any place

she's going to be there."

"And what if she is?"

"We attack."

Grabbing my keys from the hook, I run out of the door, Elijah following

shortly behind me. Axel was already out there looking for anything

suspicious. Pushing the Glock 17 into my waistline, I start the engine pressing

my foot down onto the pedals as hard as I can. a3

^+^+^+^+

😈Blades POV a33

I stand here in front of our branched gangs trying to persuade them to help, I

had not specific job to do but doing this is the right thing, the more help

means a quicker chance of finding my baby sister. a5

"Yo, Blade what's up?" My friend Gauge pulls me into a man hug, I accept but

quickly get to the point. a2

"We need your help, it's urgent and I know Al doesn't like relying on you guys

but we need you help desperately." I plead him.

"Sure, bro what do ya need?" He doesn't seemed phased or worried at all, if

only it was that easy.

"I know you haven't met her yet but Emilia has gone missing and Marco has

taken her. We've tried to do this on our own but it just isn't possible. Please."

I say putting my hands together praying he says yes.

"Yes, bro what do ya need?"

"Everyone."

"Everyone? That's a lot of people and a lot of contacts but I'll see if we can

reach out to another local gang." He symbols for a man around my age to

come forth.

"Send the message out: the Russos need our help, mini girl has gone

missing." He sends them away quickly, the boy shows his understanding. a34

"Please make it quick too." Gauge says again.

"Thank you, dude."

He nods running through the mass amounts of people I've never met before.

Sure I know a few gang members but not many. I'm new to this.

"You need weapons too?" I wasn't sure how to answer, I was so new to this

and I didn't know want to mess up, even Diego who was younger than me

had a task while I was just being useless with Luca, so I'm doing the right

thing.

"I'll take that as a yes, follow me." He guides me into a room that has

di erent kinds of guns pinned to the walls, so many shapes and designs I

didn't even know the name of. Amazing, exclude the fact that they're harmful

then they're amazing.

"That's an AK-47, rifles, shot guns, carbines, sniper, sub machine, assault

rifles. You name it, you got it." I look up in awe at the many shapes and weird

guns. a9

"The problem is that I can't name a thing, I'm so new to this." I stretch my

arms behind my neck and scratch it.

"It'll come to you, I was like that at your age. It's fine." He tells me. a1

************

💊Alessandro a2

Crouching down behind the black car, Elijah refills the guns on the floor, my

eyes peer over the top of the car.

This random warehouse that looked pretty decayed on the outside, in very

bad shape so the chances of catching a glimpse of Marco is rare. I mean...

why would he take to somewhere where it's not exactly stable or intact? a1

"Blade! Where are you!" Elijah whisper yells into his phone, I hear Blade

curse in the over side of the line.

"Yeah shît I'm on my way. Oi! Gauge let's go!" He shouts just before ending

the call.

"Did you tell him to get Gauge?!" I whisper violently.

"What? No!"

"Shit this isn't good." I mumble pulling my hair, she must be in there, right?

"No kidding."

"I'm calling Axel, I need to know where he is; he should be here right now."

I dial his number and pull my phone to my ear listening to the repetitive

ringing sound.

"What!" He shouts into the receiver sounding discontented.

"Where are you? You need to be here right now?!"

"I'm round the back, if they know you're there they're gonna try and escape

through the back, I have Diego here with me."

"You brought Diego and le  Luca at home?" This made no sense, you le  the

idiot at home to burn the house down? a2

"Yeah that's exactly what I did, he's making sure she feels welcome. Look ask

Luca about it he said he wanted to do something nice for her when she

comes home." He ends the call leaving me bitter and indignant. a15

"Damn it." I clench my fists into fists until they turn white.

"Do we go in?" Asks Elijah who slipped the gun into his belt.

"Not ye-"

"I'm here," Blade places a gloved hand on his chest catching his breath but

he wasn't alone, there must've been around a hundred of us just standing

right in front of the house.

"Blade what did you do?" I growl. a3

"We needed help and your pride shouldn't get the best of you, you can admit

when you need help. It's Emilia we're talking about."

I ground my teeth together and run my tongue over them trying to make a

decision.

"Fine, but all of you go round back to help Axel, Gauge you stay here with

Lijah and I. Blade can go help Axel too."

"But-"

"End of." I point a finger at Blade's nose, we needed to be discreet while

entering and too many people going in at once is tricky and and can draw

attention. Not to mention the more people enter the more noise more noise

is made and we'll get caught easily.

I sharpen the knifes against one another, Blade watched in awe at the crazy

yet simple technique used just before he le , he asked me if he could take

one to experiment with.

"Now go, you'll blow our cover," I shoo him away with the knife in my hand.

"Al, I'm thinking if you go in first I can follow you in to ensure no one follows,"

he whispers so I can smell the co ee and smoke on his breath. Old habits

never die. Unless you kill them like I am going to do to Marco.

"More like you're just a pûssy and you want your big bro to go in first so you

don't get hurt," I roll my eyes in annoyance. a10

"That's one way to put it."

"Dude just go, if we have any problems, we'll think about it when it comes to

it. Right now, stop being a wuss and let's go save, Emmy," I spit out. a2

"She doesn't like being called that, don't Call her it again. Unlike you I pay

attention to her. Dîck," he mumbles the last part, I do pay attention to her,

maybe not as much as I should but I do care for her. I love her. At full force, I

bump my elbow into his shoulder causing him to recoil his intimidating

stance. a5

*************

✨Emilia POV a1

My stomach growled like a feral animal and waiting to attack, I'm not sure

how longs it's been since I last ate but it felt like years.

"Get up," the man with those familiar eyes entered the room grumpily. He

slid a tray of cold chicken and water across the dusty floor making a gritty

sound.

A loud crashing sound startled me, this continued multiple time's before the

man told me to stay here and not say a word.

The sound of bullets hurt my ears almost like I was being shot; the shots

sounded like a building collapsing.

Worriedly I wrench my scalp trying to relieve any of the pressure and fear

that my body is cast under.

I was going to die. I was going to die. I was going to die. I was going to die. a2

Though the beat of my heart rang in my ears from anxiousness, a small hope

inside of me was hoping this would be my saviours trying to help me.

Cries of the glass shattering on the floor made my heart pump the blood

faster around my body; I was going to be sick anytime soon.

Thuds and screams were heard from outside the door followed by

cacophonous grunts.

"WHERE IS SHE!!!" A recognisable voice was heard just metres away from the

room.

"Now, now, dear friend, don't be so dramatic. We had quite the fun, she's

quite the charmer especially when she asking be to stop- tsssss ow, you

dîck!" The sound of slicing meat escaped was all that could be heard.

"You stabbed me!" The voice says again. a1

"You want me to apologise? I'm fûcking Alessandro Russo, I don't do

apologies. Tell. Me. Where. She. Is!" a7

"Over my dead body-" a boisterous shot and the sound of a body falling to

the ground and profanities was all to be heard. a3

"You... you won't get through," a weakened voice makes me panic, was he

dying?!

Walls vibrated as a large assault was sent to the door; watch as the dust and

grainy particles of the walls feathers down slowly while the bigger pieces

shatter and disintegrate to the ground.

A silver-grey door that looked to be heavy lays down before my eyes as two

retreating figures rush my way; it had been so long since I had seen any great

light so my hands cover my sore eyes.

"Bambina!" A deep voice that sounds so happy and excited to see me. I'm

quickly scooped up into arms easier than scooping ice cream. a5

"You're freezing, quick, Lijah, let's get her out of here." I lay in Alessandro's

arms as they rush through the battered and bleak walls that were so dra ed

the sun blinded me.

My body li ed up in the air occasionally when Alessandro ran too fast down

the halls; it felt like I hadn't moved in years and just the slightest movement

aches my body.

"HEY! Lyle we have intruders!!" The name Lyle sounded so familiar to me,

that night at the dinner party a er my outburst- a guy named Lyle was shot in

the thigh.

"Shît," I hear Alessandro mumble under his breath. I shut my eyes tighter to

block out any emitted light creeping into my vision.

"We're almost there, Bambina. Elijah make sure the car is ready!"

My fists curl into his shirt to ensure I'm tightly secured in place and that I will

not fall. Carefully, I'm lowered into a nice comfortable seat next to Blade who

pulled my seatbelt over my chest.

"Axel go!!" The passenger seat slams shut with Alessandro sat in it, then Axel

presses hard on the pedals as I listen to the scrapes and squeaks of the tires

burning against the concrete. Elijah crawls into the tight space at the very

back of the car where two seats were placed into the boot/trunk.

Small, bronze bullets punch through the back window as we leave the scene

at an astronomical pace. Alessandro pushes his entire thorax out of the

window with a black gun in his hand; pulling the trigger numerous times, he

retreats back in the car wiping the sweat from his furrowed brows. a8

Shaking violently, my body cannot grasp onto what just happened; also for

the fact that the frigid air abused my body to the point where it turned

blotchy and blue- my lips felt so numb so when I bit them I couldn't feel a

thing.

"Here," Blade pulls the jumper over his head leaving him shirtless which isn't

the best sight to see, instead his sacrifice is used to cover my limp body since

it was so big.

"You're so cold-

"You smell of dust too, like old people." He scrunches his face into a sour

expression. a23

"Blade shut the heck up! What happened to Gauge?!" Axel screams loudly

making me wince and move uncomfortably.

"He went back with the crew!" Blade responds harshly.

"Sshh," I quieten them down, my ears were tender and inflamed. Almost like

living in silence for that long hurt my ears.

"Sorry, Mila," Blade palms my hair relaxing me slightly; though it was not

enough to take the ringing alarms from my ears away. a2

"Did they touch you? I swear to God if they even laid a finger in you I will run

back there and stab them until the blood drains out from their bodies," Elijah

pokes his head over seat, I move squirming a little at the foul words. a10

"Lijah, not now," Axel raises his voice a little combing his hair with his long

fingers.

"Sorry," he mumbles falling back in his seat with his hairy arms folded across

his chest. a9

"What do we do if he comes back? Lyle is out for blood." Elijah says in a tired

expression.

"Then we do the same as to what we did with Marco, simple." Alessandro

responds in the same tone.

"What exactly did you do to him?" Blade sits up straight looking at himself in

the rear mirror.

"Gave him a little o  the trim. And a few shots into his legs, I'd love to see him

walk through our gates again." Alessandro says, a devilish smirk curled his

lips into an ugly smile.

"Sshh," I repeat again, I couldn't even stomach thinking about such

murderous things right now; blood alone was enough to make me squirm.

I use my weakened muscles to pull my fragile legs up onto the seat, my bones

were so sti  I couldn't exactly move the joints.

Searching for the tight, uncomfortable seatbelt that felt like it was tearing my

skin apart from my body, I finally manage to press the red button releasing

me from the grasp.

"Emilia put your belt back on please," Axel and Alessandro say at the same

time, I ignore them and get comfortable in a curled position with my hands

tucked into the crevice of my knees. I crinkle my eyes at the stinging

sensation of my back.

"Emilia-

"Just leave her, she's fine," Elijah stands up for me, placing a warm hand on

my shoulder as he peered over the back of my seat, I flinch at the sudden

warmth. The black hoodie that drapes over my body did no good.

"You have a scab- did Marco touch you?" Elijah presses a firm hand onto my

head immediately retracting it as a scream.

"Sorry," he frowns.

"Are you tired?" Blade continues to pat my hair gently occasionally getting

his fingers entangled in the old knots. a1

Shakily, I nod 'yes' still palpitating from the crisp cutting air surrounding me

in the car.

"Are we almost there?!" Alessandro groans in frustration tapping his fingers

on the inside material of the door. a1

"Your moaning won't get us there any faster, give me two minutes, douche!"

Axel hits the honker with his fists in the middle of the driving. a5

*********

"Axel I swear to God, piss me o  one more time I won't threat to hurt you," a

deep, grumbled voice awakens me from my sleepless rest. My head lays on

Blade's lap while my two brothers are at the boot trying to help Elijah out. a4

"Al, stai zitto, sono stanco che tu cerchi di comandarmi come se mi possiedi.

Non a farei nemmeno una mafia senza di me! Non trattarmi come una

merda!" [Al, shut the fûck up, I'm tired of you bossing me around like you

own me! You wouldn't even have a mafia without me! Don't treat me like

shît!] a3

Axel shouts back in the foreign language, his arms flaring in the air wide and

strong.

"Oh really? Just listen to my orders next time and I wouldn't have to treat you

like shît!" Alessandro replies with the same exasperated voice.

"Just give it a rest, sick child in the car remember?" Elijah slams the

boot/trunk shut. In other cases I wouldn't mind him calling me a 'child' but in

this case it was di erent, it made me look weak and anemic. It's a whatever

situation I guess. a2

I raise my head slightly feeling an awful amount of blood rushing to my brain,

my hand flies to my head to soothe the pain.

"Hey, you missed me? Dang, what happened to the her?" Gert pulls up out of

her... crazy, crayola looking car with the fanciest outfit on. Of course her red,

shiny bottomed shoes glistened harder than the sun.

"Where have you been for the past few weeks?!" Alessandro shouts pointing

his fingers.

"Relax, I heard the rat was back and I thought I should pay my respects

before she dies of malnourishment." She laughs wickedly. a41

That was super insensitive, I couldn't care less what she has to say about me

but she doesn't even realise the amount of children and parents that die

from malnourishment daily; what an absolute mess she is- I'm not just

talking about her hair.

"If you came here to be nasty I suggest you leave," in a swi  moment, I'm

pulled up into Blade's arms with his hoodie pressed under his pits. His eyes

gleamed with red rage. a7

He pushes the door shut with his foot not caring that the seat belt was

trapped outside of the door.

"I need to get her checked, c'mon, Blade," Axel says walking towards the

entrance.

A er being carried up the steps by Blade where Axel followed shortly by, my

back who sting like a burn whenever Blade would do sharp movements with

his arms rubbing against my back.

"I'm so sorry this happened to you, I swear to fûcki- I swear I'll never let

anything like this happen to you again. I promise you that with my entire

heart." Axel spoke a er Blade le  the room. a1

"Th-thank you," I smile weakly.

"I mean it, I'll go to war before you have to, I'll dive into the deepest oceans

to save you- I'm sorry I was such a disappointment to you." He hugs me hard

but loosens up once he hears my cries. a11

"Woah, you okay. What did I hurt? Are you in pain?" He pulls away with a

worried expression plastered on his face. It was comforting to know he was

so worried, he worries more for me than he worries for himself.

"No, I-" it was so di icult to speak when my voice was so dry; it was dryer

than the Sahara desert.

"Water?" He pulls one of the many bottles from the counter and unscrews it

for me a er my failed attempt. I finish the entire bottle before handing him

the empty bottle back.

"I-

I begun but he cuts me o  with his fingers; he pulls a black bag out from

under the medical bed-thing.

"Take a breath from this please," he puts a mask with a mouth piece to my

mouth practically forcing it in. I take an average sized breath feeling fresh air

pump into my lungs.

"And let me check... your lungs seem pretty normal to me despite the vast

amounts of bacteria and dust in your lungs. I think you should expect a

chesty cough in a few days maybe." He takes the mouth piece and nose piece

from my face discarding it to the side.

"I'm just going to put this on your chest, it might be a little cold because it

hasn't been used in a while." He pulls the neckline of my shirt down and

places a nippy object on my chest. He removes it and turns to my back- I

hadn't thought quick enough so when he pull the back of my shirt up he

gasped.

"How did that- who did- what's this?!" His aggressiveness in his voice was

enough to crawl back into the rabbit hole. a4

"Christ- did Marco do that to you?!" If Marco is the ugly yet 'charming' man

with the belt I assume, yes.

"Look, sweetheart... I need to clean this and it's not going to be peaceful." He

rubs my knotted hair making it even messier.

"It's fine truly-

"Don't be feeble minded, only a fool would say that." He pushes me down flat

into my stomach.

"I can give you a sedative, it's not going to be the nicest thing in the world."

His voice is soothing.

"No, I don't want that!" I cry out.

"Don't say I didn't warn you-

A fiery consciousness is poured into my back causing my to writhe and

wriggle violently. My trimmed- more like bitten nails puncher into the

leather, cushioned seat.

"OW GET OFF OF ME!!" I thrash.

Hot tears rupture my sore, sapphire eyes that pool at the chubbiness of my

cheeks burning them alive.

"I'm sorry, I'm trying to make it less painful but these things are like burns,"

he sounds empathetic and sorrowful.

I cringe at the feel of cotton wool being used to soak up the moisture on my

back, it made me feel so itchy and scratchy.

"STOP!" I use my legs to move but they were pinned down by two hands.

"Darling, please hold still I'm almost finished; I'm just getting materials to

wrap it a er you shower," he says with a soothing voice.

He fixes my shirt and helps me up gently and passes me another water bottle

so I can take some medicine with it, I throw my head back to help

swallowing.

"Stop crying, you're tougher than that," he drags his calloused thumbs across

my under eye forcing more tears to prick my magnified vision. a12

"There is something I am concerned about, I'm not trying to sound rude but

we need to build your appetite up. The past three weeks must've put who

through some crap-

"Three weeks? That long?" I croak out sounding more worried with every

syllable pronounced.

"Yeah it is, I'd never spent a moment sleeping without you here. Call me

cringe but I missed you and felt so freaking guilty I wasn't there to help you

that night. I'm trying, I'm trying to be better everyday." a16

"I must ask: did he touch you? And I mean inappropriately?" His voice so er

than usual.

"No, b-but he hurt me." A coercive year falls into my mouth, it was more

bitter than than the great depths of wonders we call oceans.

I point to my back with a shaky arm, Axel nods showing his understanding

and takes me back down to the second floor. I'm not going to lie, I think I may

enjoy being carried everywhere but it didn't stop that sick feeling like

someone was going to take me.

"You need to shower, you can use mine if you like. Or the bath, it's truly up to

you." a7

I chose a shower- it's quick and easy for me, straight in and then straight out.

*********

I lay silently on Axel's bed, he o ered me some privacy but the thought of

being alone made my stomach churn, or I was just hungry.

"Luca says he wants to see you, I quote, 'I will send Cassidy over here to beat

you until you hug me- I Luca Nash Russo the second. I got Diego to write this,

I'm not great with... spelling and creative words but I'm not a care. Ignore the

last part, I made a misty- errors,'" Axel reads from a folded piece of paper that

was pushed under the crevice of his door. a16

"Huh?" I squeak.

"My thoughts exactly, his middle name isn't even 'Nash' so he needs to lay o

of the sugar." a9

"You need food anyways, you're unhealthy and I mean this in the kindest way

possible," there was no kind way of saying you're unhealthy.

Whether you're plus sized or small, it's never a great feeling when someone

comments on how you look, most of the times they ain't even looking out for

you- they're just trying to be hateful. But what annoys me most is that plus

sized people miss out on so many opportunities like jobs, relationships,

positions and promotions. I'm not dismissing skinny shaming but I just think

both have been normalised into something it shouldn't. If they're happy with

their body, leave them be. a6

Our bodies, our choice, you don't tell me what I can't and can't do with my

organs, if I want to eat a burger I will, if I want to eat leaves I will. a11

But seriously, a lot of people preach 'girls support girls' until you see

somebody di erent to society's beauty standards. No hate to celebrities, but

if they're the beauty standards that means plastic is the beauty standard. a1

Society's expectations of beauty should be: nothing. We're all incredible no

matter what your race is, disability, weight. a25

I'm tired of this, but when people are genuinely concerned it shows in a more

polite and loving way, not some rude way. It's why I love Axel to the moon

and back, to the farthest lands. a1

"I know, and I agree." I mumble.

"There are some more things I do need to speak to you about, but I can only

imagine who exhausted your body is, and I hope you can forgive me. I failed

you." a4

"You did the exact opposite, you never fail me. In fact it should be I thanking

you, I don't think I ever thanked you enough for getting me away from him,

you know who I mean." I play with the bangle on his wrist as a distraction.

"You don't have to-

"I do, and either way we're born to fight and love each other, I couldn't ask

for anyone better. I probably forgot how to think for a while but I am sure that

I love you," my azure arms connect around his torso.

"But you have to promise me you'll talk to me, I want to know what

happened. Every last detail and then I'll decide if I should commit a crime

that'll go down in history." a26

*********

So as I'm finishing this chapter, I must apologise for the bad quality- I'm

not exactly feeling great right now but I started writing this when I didn't

feel like crap and so now my mind is completely blank. I know it's been

four days (almost five) so I apologise. This may not be your favourite

chapter since it's not what you expected (idk) but enjoy :')

A quick message, can people on social media stop fetishising mixed

children and black husbands/wives. They're humans, not an accessory

for your aesthetic. You want their features but not their struggles, I even

remember seeing a tweet about an African woman 'wanting to look like

Kylie Jenner,' WHAT?! I'm sorry to the Jenner fans but she is the one who

wants to look like them- no shade to her but I'm tired of people doing

things like this. a3

But anyways, I'm probably gonna change a few things in this chapter,

mostly because Em isn't traumatised enough but my creativity was

blanket than my homework.

Apologies for the mistakes   ❤ ❤ a2

Xoxo, Demi（＾ω＾）

[7243 words this chapter, love you <3] a2

NEW LIFE
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